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2021 Fifth Wheel Alliance RV Valor $102,000
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Description Stock #368641 - Excellent condition! Tons of storage! Beautiful interior!This 2021
Valor Fifth Wheel is the perfect home on wheels!It's great for road trips with
friends and family and, all in all, any vacation you might want to take!This Valor
comes with a residential fridge/freezer and a 4-burner stove and oven. This trailer
is solar installed from the factory. Alliance is replacing the discolored counter
tops with gray.As you enter from the side door closest to the hitch, you find a
lovely living space with a pull-out couch and a regular lounging couch. There is a
50" flat-screen TV mounted above the fireplace with Bluetooth and aux
hookup.The kitchen comes with just about anything you need: a 4-burner
stovetop and oven, a full-sized fridge and freezer, a single kitchen sink with a
drying rack, and a convectional microwave and hoodfan. The kitchen offers
plenty of cabinets, drawers, and a panty for all of your traveling needs.As you
head towards the bedroom, you have your control center, which allows you to put
out the awnings, slides, and more! The bathroom is next and provides you with a
toilet, a single sink, cabinet space, and a walk-in shower.The bedroom is equipped
with a queen-sized bed, a 32' flat-screen TV, an AC unit, windows, and lots of
closet space as well. The barn-style doors also give you easy access to the
bathroom.To the rear of the fifth wheel, you'll see a nice and cozy overhead bed, a
32' flat-screen TV, another AC unit, and drop-down couches that convert to full-
sized beds as well. As far as the exterior of the Valor, you just couldn't ask for
more! It is equipped with three slide-outs and two awnings that cover the whole
entry side. There is plenty of compartment storage space, two tanks of propane,
and an exterior shower. The sellers just love the 32" flat-screen TV, mini fridge,
and cabinet space.We are looking for people all over the country who share our
love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like the idea of
working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn
more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your
offer today!Reason for selling is moving on.You have questions? We have
answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never
been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the
country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 368641
VIN Number: rvusa-368641
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40

Item address 89149, Las Vagas, Nevada, United States
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